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1. A naturalistic turn in economics?

In the past decade economics seems to switch from a unified neoclassical conception of the individual to a viewpoint that is multi-disciplinary, including psychology, sociology and the brain sciences. At least as far as recent Nobel award decisions appear to suggest, economics is moving towards a kind of ‘mainstream pluralism’ (Davis, 2006). In particular, neuroeconomics plus experimental economics emerges as a major conceptual alternative to traditional rational choice models. This goes hand in hand with the diffusion of new patterns of research practice in economics, in particular, with the ‘lab’ appearing as a standard part of economics departments. Economists’ contributions are being published in ‘Nature’ and ‘Science’, and there are many collaborative projects especially between biologists, anthropologists and economists.

These phenomena point toward a ‘naturalistic turn’ in economics. Naturalism is a term which is, in the philosophical debate, mostly related with the philosophy of mind (Searle, 2004), hence the mind-body problem, which makes the relevance to economics immediately evident, as the central notion of rationality refers to a mental phenomenon. There are two different uses of this term in philosophy, which can apply concurrently, ontological naturalism and methodological naturalism (for a survey, see Papineau 2007). The latter understanding supposes that all scientific endeavors eventually follow explanatory models and conceptual patterns of the natural sciences, including the social sciences and even the humanities. This means, basically, that scientific explanations build on a universal notion of causal processes and lawlike statements, and that the basic aims of all scientific endeavors is to understand the natural world, without considering other worlds apart, which means that understanding human beings is tantamount to explaining them. There is no epistemologically special approach to understand human thought and behavior, as it has been claimed for long by hermeneutical schools of thought. *Verstehen* is just another method to collect empirically relevant data. Scientific explanations can be in turn put into the framework of established models such as the hypothetico-deductive model, with possible limitations and alterations that result from the great complexity, historicity and openness of human social life (Bhaskar, 1989: 18ff.; Mantzavinos, 2006). In this sense, neuroeconomics, experimental game theory and similar fields of research certainly qualify as ‘naturalistic’.

However, a closer look at the history of economics reveals that this methodological naturalism approach was already implied in the behaviorist approach to preference theory which emerged in the Fifties, when ‘revealed preference theory’ claimed to be able to deduce standard utility theory exclusively from observational data. Indeed, since psychophysical ideas emerged in the second half of the 19th century, economics always strived at following methodological ideals and even conceptual models of the natural sciences. Mostly, this happened via the analogical or even only metaphorical use of physical theories (Mirowski, 1989), without, however, at the same time necessarily importing the corresponding standards of causal

*(...) information processing (strictly defined) in nervous systems arises primarily by communication in a taxon.*
explanations and empirical testing. For example, equilibrium theories have mostly lacked causal explanations of the generating mechanisms (Hausman, 2006: 10). Typically, natural scientists therefore criticize the vast distance between the claims of economics to be the most exact social science and the rather loose empirical standards that govern the formation of theories (e.g. Wilson, 1998: 216ff.; Roehner, 2002: Chapter 1). This has also repeatedly met with very sharp criticisms by leading economic methodologists, especially those adhering to Popperian philosophy of science, and who rejected the factual instrumentalism in most approaches to empirical testing in economics (for the classical survey on these debates, see Caldwell, 1994).

Given the widespread critique of instrumentalism in economic methodology, it seems that in the end ontological naturalism must be adopted by anyone who wishes to pursue methodological naturalism. The fundamental tenet of ontological naturalism is the notion of causal closure, i.e. the hypothesis that all phenomena in the world supervene on physical causation. Especially, the ontological naturalist rejects the notion of an ontologically separate mental causation, and, therefore, Cartesian dualism (Dennett 1991: 33ff.). For an ontological naturalist, the range of acceptable theories about human behavior is limited by the scope of supervenience (McLaughlin and Bennett, 2006). In the most flexible way, supervenience would allow to state that all mental phenomena correlate with physical phenomena, but that at the same time this relation may be multivalued. This leaves much leeway about possible theories about human behavior, including economic theories, but at the same time defines a clear constraint on what is an acceptable possible proposition at all. More exactly, the ontological naturalist:

- Does not accept any kind of theory that refers to an ontologically separate realm of the “mental”, or does not accept empirical evidence against some hypotheses which have been generated by theories that start out from “mentalism” as a methodological shortcut.

- Does not necessarily adopt a particular position in the internalism / externalism continuum, that is, does not necessarily believe that all mental phenomena are physical phenomena in the human brain. But in case of adopting an externalist position, the pertinent causal mechanisms are seen to supervene on physical mechanisms in the aforementioned broadest possible sense.

Against the background of these philosophical considerations, the current turn in economics towards an integrated approach to human behavior (aptly surveyed in Gintis, 2007) can be seen as a move from a fragmented methodological naturalism towards ontological naturalism. This is further supported by the warm reception of economic models in biology and biological anthropology, which is based on the formal homologies between mathematical models of population genetics and a number of fundamental economic categories, especially opportunity costs and optimization (Frank, 1995). Different from economics, however, biological applications of economics do not need to use the problematic concept of the rational agent, and can therefore do without the notorious “as if” of standard economics and its instrumentalist methodology. This results in successful empirical applications of economics far beyond the human species (for a representative collection of papers, see Noë et al., 2001). Thus, it seems that a naturalist synthesis is emerging. But in fact precisely in this convergence of theoretical ap-
proaches a daunting methodological issue raises its head, namely whether the core economic notion of rationality is to be understood in internalist or in externalist terms. In the biological uses, the rational agent is an emerging property of the evolutionary process, such that ‘rationality’ appears to be an externalist concept. In the standard economics approach, rationality is an internalist notion that is referring to properties of the individual exclusively. In fact, economics uncritically assumes that the unit to which the property of ‘being rational’ is assigned is identical with the human body, or, as neuroeconomics has it, the human brain (for an extensive discussion of these and related versions of internalism, see Wilson, 2004).

To be fair, precisely the classical Alchian / Friedman justification of the ‘as if’ approach to rationality represents an externalist approach, which would assign rationality to the status of an emergent property of the market process. However, that would immediately raise disturbing consequences regarding the universality of rationality as a feature of human beings, because evidently the kind of economic system that would give rise to rationality as a result of competitive pressures, is in fact a rare historical phenomenon, even under the conditions of contemporary capitalism (that is, we would introduce a Weberian notion of ‘rational capitalism’). That is, even though the formalism in biological and economic approaches to rationality appears to be the same, the underlying approaches to causal mechanisms are still worlds apart. This is most evident when we consider the most influential biological theory that was in turn imported into economics, namely evolutionary game theory. On the one hand, evolutionary game theory comes along with informal claims to be more realistic in projecting game theoretic models onto real world problems of social interaction (for an explicit approach, see Gintis, 2000). At the same time, however, its progress is still based on purely mathematical claims of equilibrium analysis, and a clear relation between formal structures and real-world causal mechanisms is still missing (being mostly substituted by simulation approaches). Sugden (2001) has presented a very compelling argument on this, showing in much detail that seemingly naturalistic approaches in evolutionary game theory such as Binmore (1994) and Young (1988) fail to present an empirical account of the presumed evolutionary mechanisms. For example, the notion of time remains an abstract concept of rounds of replication of rules, leaving entirely open, for example, whether the evolutionary emergence of certain rules can happen within empirically reasonable time spans. No wonder that leading game theorists even would like to eschew the standard terms of game theory, such as the term ‘strategy’, as they suggest misplaced relations with corresponding empirical phenomena (Rubinstein, 2000: 71ff.). This means, although evolutionary game theory might imply a move from an internalist to an externalist notion of rationality in economics, at the same time this version of methodological naturalism remains empirically hollow, because it is not supported by a corresponding move towards at least some minimum notions of ontological naturalism.

Even worse, the naturalistic turn in economics, as it stands, manifests a serious contradiction between two concurrent moves: On the one hand, the classical internalist position in economics is turned into an ontologically naturalist one, as economics begins to be integrated with the neurosciences and pursuing the aim to ground propositions about human behavior on empirically testable theories about neurophysiologically caused behavioral patterns. At the same time, theories about rationality increasingly adopt an externalist position in the sense of de-individualizing the notion of rationality in favor of an evolutionary reduction. This kind of externalism is lacking a naturalistic foundation, which in biology is provided by population and molecular genetics.
This paper presents an attempt to solve this contradiction. I follow the move towards ontological naturalism, but at the same time I agree that a fully-fledged theory of the human agent in economics requires an externalist foundation. This means that I need to construct a naturalist approach to the central problem of economics, i.e. coordination among agents. The bridge between the two aspects of the problem is the notion of agent identity. I show that neuroeconomics further accentuates the difficulties of economics to present a convincing account of agent identity, which, at the same time, is a pivotal notion in established economics. Agent identity cannot be explained as a result of economic coordination as commonly conceived, thus enters as a mere assumption, which is exploded by neuroeconomics. Thus, the only alternative seems to be a naturalistic approach to social coordination which directly hooks up with the identity issue. I propose that such a solution is at hand if neuroeconomics is enriched and supplemented with a naturalistic theory of language. These are the main steps of the argument in this paper, which concludes with an exemplary discussion of the central device in economic coordination, namely the naturalistic theory of money.

2. Whither the individual in neuroeconomics

Neuroeconomics and behavioral economics (henceforth: NEBE) have generated substantial insights into human behavior in economic settings. Nobel laureate Vernon Smith (2003: 499) has summarized these insights in the following statement:

“Our brains conserve attentional, conceptual, and symbolic thought resources because they are scarce, and proceed to delegate most decision-making to automatic processes (including the emotions) that do not require conscious attention. Emergent arrangements, even if initially constructivist must have survival properties that incorporate opportunity costs and environmental challenges invisible to constructivist modeling. This leads to an alternative, ecological concept of rationality: an emergent order based on trial-and-error cultural and biological evolutionary processes.”

This statement highlights some essential ingredients of NEBE.

- Human decision making is based to a large extent on mechanisms that are optimized as a result of evolutionary processes, both in the sense of a phylogenetic legacy and of trial-and-error-learning. Optimization results from the fact that brain processes have to rely on scarce resources (time and energy).

- These mechanisms are partly independent from conscious decision-making, and may be even irretrievable to conscious reflection, and if so, cannot be changed unless being subject to intensive learning procedures.

- Learning is also conceived as an evolutionary process, implying that a part of the accumulated information also remains beyond consciousness. Different kinds of evolutionary processes converge in establishing coordination between behavior and environment, in the sense of adaptation.
Neuroeconomics is presented in two different approaches, which complement each other, but put economic theory in a different context. The first insight related above strongly vindicates an economic approach to the individual, because it supposes that the evolutionary formation of the neuro-architecture of the brain follows optimization principles. One of the leading proponents of this paradigm, Glimcher (2003), therefore applies Bayesian optimization of the analysis of behavioral patterns both in animals and humans, which follows up an earlier tradition of ‘animal economics’ in which strong empirical support was collected that even simple organisms manifest economic behavior which is accessible to standard microeconomics (for a classic, see Kagel et al., 1995).

However, at the same time these results do not necessarily support the idea that the entire set of individual behavioral patterns follows a unified system of rational choice in the sense of a coherent, encompassing and consistent set of one integral utility function. Indeed, although such a function can be shown to result from certain mathematical assumptions on an evolutionary process that is supposed to optimize over decision costs (Robson, 1996; 2001: 14ff.), it seems to be highly implausible empirically. The reason is that the connection between selective forces in the environment, indirect determinants of relative fitness (so-called ‘currencies’) and actual relative reproductive success is tenuous, as far as the concept of overall optimization is concerned. For example, there is a clear empirical link between observed patterns of (animal and human) foraging behavior and net energy harvested, which allows the conclusion that the optimization of single patterns of foraging result from selection, because energy is certainly a crucial determinant of relative reproductive success (Kramer, 2001). But these correlations remain uni-dimensional and become very complex if frequency-dependent selection enters the picture, for example and foremost, sexual selection (resulting in the so-called ‘handicap principle’ for evolutionary optimization, i.e. the use of suboptimal designs for signaling, see Zahavi and Zahavi, 1997; compare the assessment by Dawkins, 1989: 309ff.).

Against this background, the picture of human behavior that emerges from evolutionary psychology seems to be more plausible than the standard unified economic approach: Human behavior is seen as being based on a set of decision modules that are task-specific, and that are not necessarily arranged into a unified and coherent decision system. That means, the proper background for neuroeconomics is the rejection of the fundamental notion of ‘general purpose rationality’ (Tooby and Cosmides, 2005; compare Camerer et al., 2005: 10f.). Interestingly, this conclusion can also be reached if one applies the conventional economic equilibrium framework on neuroeconomics. This is because the economic notion of the ‘rational agent’ is neutral to the ontological level of application, precisely in the Glimcher version. Thus, in the same way as it is possible to treat (super-individual) firms as economic agents, one can also treat lower-level units as ‘economic agents’ such as a single neurophysiological mechanism. Following this line of thinking, a real-world individual can be conceived as a collective of rational economic agents, i.e. a set of interacting and optimizing neuro-mechanisms. However, this inexorably implies that all results on the impossibility of collective utility functions and collective choice following from the Arrow impossibility theorem apply forcefully on the individual level (Ross, 2005: 352; for an early analysis in this vein, see Steedman and Krause, 1986).
Thus, we hit on the first hint how to resolve the methodological contradiction that surfaced in section one:

- Either the individual is interpreted along the lines of an empirically motivated evolutionary approach, thus sticking to the standard notion of methodological individualism in economics. Then, the empirical record strongly suggests that the human individual does not sum up to a unified and integrated rational agent, even if single modules of behavior might reflect the results of an optimizing process.

- Or the individual is interpreted according to the abstract formal notion of standard equilibrium theory, which is, however, neutral with reference to the ontological level of application. Then, all results of the impossibility of collective rationality apply for the human individual, because ‘rationality’ applies also for supra-individual mechanisms.

No wonder that neuroeconomics actually supports two different trends in economic methodology. Apart from the vindication of economic models in an evolutionary context, at the same time the economic theory of the individual is put into doubt. The latter conclusion seems to be firmly based on the current state of the brain sciences, which have clearly refuted the Cartesian idea of a central cognitive device in the brain, dubbed the ‘homunculus’ by the Darwinian philosopher Daniel Dennett (1991). This corresponds to the rejection of the ‘general purpose optimizer’ by evolutionary psychologists.

This approach can best be illustrated by an example. At the fringes of economics, the idea of ‘multiple selves’ has existed for long (for a survey of this older literature, see Elster, 1986). It has been moved into a more central position by psychologist Ainslie (1992), who analyzed empirical phenomena of human decision making with the help of hyperbolic time preferences. Over almost a decade, this approach was neglected by mainstream economics, until Laibson (1997) succeeded in applying the modified concept of quasi-hyperbolic time preferences to explain macroeconomic anomalies of savings behavior. Since then, the approach has received considerable attention. In a most recent contribution, a team of researchers including Laibson could demonstrate that the supposedly dual decision calculus underlying quasi-hyperbolic discount functions matches differential activation of brain areas, directly corresponding to the formula of the economic model (McClure et al., 2007). Thus, the multiple selves approach is supported by neuroeconomic research. This argument faces criticism from two sides. One comes from empirical research. For example, Kable and Glimcher (2007) claim to have shown that hyperbolic discounting actually seems to involve a broader set of brain areas, thus seemingly support a more holistic approach. The other is from theory, with contributions such as Gul and Pesendorfer (2001) who could show that hyperbolic discounting can be fit into standard economic model of optimization and dynamic control theory. Thus, the unity of the self or the economic agent is an open question both empirically and theoretically.

The Pesendorfer argument has been systematically extended on the methodological level by Gul and Pesendorfer (2005) and in a related manner by Ross (2007a). They make the fundamental point that economic theory is not about real individuals but about economic systems. This argument fits into the so-called ‘zero-intelligence’ models, for example, in complex adaptive system approaches which can show that the emergence of market equilibria can re-
result from the interaction between agents that do not display any rationality at all, but simply follow rules of thumb. If this argument is put together with the classical justifications of the ‘as if’ argument proposed by Alchian and Friedman (i.e. the market selects ‘as if’ optimizers), there is a strong support for the idea that economics is all about systems, but not about real agents (just as Newtonian mechanics is about mass points, but not real apples). In other words, the agent is just a methodological construct that follows from the systems analysis, but it is by no means an empirical entity on which analysis is built. From that point of view, NEBE is simply irrelevant to economics. Clearly, the Gul and Pesendorfer argument straightforwardly confronts a purely externalist theory of rationality with NEBE, which so far is implicitly defined as a purely internalist approach.

The Gul and Pesendorfer argument, however, does not really resolve the problems posed by the issue of agent unity versus multiplicity. This is because the methodological pillar is the separation across domains. That is, the authors distinguish explicitly between economic research issues and the related phenomena and psychological, cognitive, social etc. research issues, and they claim that for economic research issues the question of the underlying agent motivations and structure is irrelevant, as economics also defines the set of data which are relevant for solving problems of economics. Neurophysiologic data are not the kind of data in which economic problems are defined, and vice versa. For example, risk aversion might be a general psychological issue, or a specifically economic term. The latter use only refers to monetary gambles, and if a problem is to be seen as an economic one, it should be presented in terms of data which correspond to monetary gambles. Once this is possible, the issue of agent motivations and internal structures is of no interest anymore, because only observable economic data need to be fed into economic models. Evidently, this argument raises the question how to separate across different domains, and how to explain why agent behavior may be different in different contexts, with only one corresponding to the economic. That is, we still face the formidable issue of proving agent identity across different domains. The economic agent may appear as an integrated agent in the context of economic theory, but this has no relevance whatsoever for the notion of real-world unity of agents.

I think that this discussion leaves us with the determination of the principal task: How to account for the identity of agents in a naturalistic approach to economics. I posit that this requires a clear stance towards the internalism / externalism polarity. There are strong reasons to assume that an alliance between NEBE and internalism does not allow for a solution of the problem of identity. We need an externalist approach to NEBE which can be confronted with the Gul and Pesendorfer argument.

3. The externalist solution to the problem of agent identity

As we have seen, NEBE does not necessarily support the notion of an individual at all, which might be regarded as a major flaw, because, after all, it’s we who think and act as individuals, also recognized by others. This question is related to the very complex philosophical notion of consciousness in the philosophy of mind, which makes even a tentative treatment highly difficult. However, it seems to be crucial for the establishment of a firm methodological base for NEBE in the context of economics.
Looking for corresponding notions in evolutionary psychology, there is the proposal that the unity of the fragmented system of evolved decision mechanisms is attained via the function of emotions. Emotions are a category which, on first sight, lies outside the reach of any economic theory which so far claims to be based on rationality (Elster, 1998). In evolutionary psychology, emotions have a twofold function. One is derived from the observation (systematized, for example, in Damasio’s, 1995 theory of ‘somatic markers’) that emotions are the foundation of valuations. The other, crucial in our context, is that emotions can be viewed as ‘superordinate programs’ that regulate the joint action of decision mechanism by linking their onset to certain classes of typical situations, such as fear resulting from certain classes of settings (Tooby and Cosmides, 2005). That means emotions exploit cognitive triggers in the environment to activate orchestrated action patterns. We can relate this idea to a central concept in NEBE that is framing. Emotions activate frames of perception and behavior. On the perception side, Gestalt effects work, because a main mechanism is to complement incomplete information flowing in from the environment. On the behavioral side, emotions produce coherent actions.

Now, there are strong reasons to assume that human emotions play a particularly important role in social interaction (for an early economic argument, see Frank, 1988). Indeed, evolutionary psychologists have produced much evidence about the fact that many human decision making mechanisms are geared towards ‘social contract situations’, that is, to the solution of problems of social coordination (surveyed by Cosmides and Tooby, 2005). This even affects fundamental mechanisms such as logical inference, in which test persons display stark differences in performance depending on the framing of the decision situation (Gigerenzer, 1996). These results vindicate theories that suppose that human intelligence is fore mostly ‘social’, given the fact that the complexity of social interactions is much higher than any interactions with the natural environment (Goody, 1995).

From this follows, that the unity of the agent in NEBE has to be based on some notion of identity that emerges from social interaction, such that the stable identity of the subject is not simply an a priori precondition for social interaction. This argument might be formally similar to the Gul and Pesendorfer argument, but turns it into a naturalistic proposition. So the similarity emerges because NEBE would move towards the externalist pole. The question is whether the identity of the NEBE individual emerges from a naturalistic account of social interaction, which might be broader than economic interaction as envisaged by economic theory. To be exact: The similarity boils down to the evolutionary-psychological point that there are classes of behavioral patterns that are domain-specific. On this Gul and Pesendorfer might concede a point. However, this also means that the question of “meta-identity” of the person as agent remains open, as it is in NEBE.

Why do we assume that there is an identity of an agent at all? It seems that this is related to a foundational, yet often implicit belief that the agent neatly corresponds to the body, i.e. that the boundaries of the body and the boundaries of the agent concur (Wilson, 2004). This is the internalist approach to identity. In NEBE, this is explicit in the approach to explain observed behavior by certain states of the brain, and by applying the corresponding individual-centered empirical techniques, such as brain imaging. Now, the modern conception of the brain conceives it as a highly dynamic and fluid system of interacting modules which is in turn emerging from an evolutionary process of neuronal variation, selection and retention (Edelman,
Where does the unity of the agent come from? Why do we perceive ourselves as ‘individuals’?

One of the main designers of Darwinian psychoneural monism, Gary Edelman, already pointed out in his first systematic exposition of this theory (Edelman, 1987: 308ff.) that the stability of cognitive structures in Darwinian brains can only result from communication between brains. In the simplest case, cognitive stabilization requires signaling processes in which recurrent patterns of neuronal action are reinforced by impulses that are generated in response to organismic action that is produced internally. The reason why communication plays a special role beyond mere organism-environment interactions is that communication entails a mutual confirmation of species-specific cognitive patterns. Because of the highly idiosyncratic nature of neuronal evolution, a convergence of more complex cognitive patterns across different individuals requires the exchange of information via signaling, such as, for example, imitation, observation and teaching (for a detailed corresponding view in the current literature, based on so-called ‘shared circuits’, see Hurley 2007). Edelman calls this “communicated learning”. Today, there are strong reasons to believe that this kind of collective cognitive processes even take place on the simplest level of organismic evolution, i.e. the bacteria (see e.g. Ben-Jacob et al. 2006; compare Skyrms, 2004).

In humans, this kind of communicated learning seems to play a central role in the emergence of a particularly human phenomenon which presumably underlies the notion of an identity, that is, the ‘theory of mind’. In their systematic summary of the pertinent results from cognitive science and brain research, Tomasello et al. (2004; cf. Tomasello and Carpenter, 2007) argue that human cognition is essentially cultural because it is based on a species-specific form of shared intentionality which is unique to humans. Whereas intentionality is found in many other species, and could even be seen as a necessary feature of all information-processing systems resulting from natural selection (Maynard Smith, 2000), shared intentionality is based on a continuous communication between individuals. Human infants clearly undergo a developmental trajectory which builds up three essentially human capabilities in a coordinated fashion, namely understanding the intentions of others, having a theory of one’s own and the other’s mind, and language (compare a related approach by Carpendale and Lewis, 2004). The critical activity during this trajectory is what might be called cognitive cooperation, which in the end is the basis for the core feature of human intelligence, that is, ‘anticipatory interactive planning’ (Goody, 1995).

Tellingly, this kind of cooperation starts very early in adult-infant interactions which have the exchange of emotions as an object. That is, the way to language moves through stages of a holistic joint establishment of frames of interaction, in which the single elements of meaning only emerge after a long process of developing mutual understanding and coordination of actions. This is important because it reveals the failure of analytic-algorithmic views of language, which have emerged in ex post scientific approaches to syntax and semantics, mainly based on the analysis of written language. In fact, language builds on larger-scale units of utterances which have functions in social interaction, and where meaning emerges from the replication of utterances in communities of language-users (Millikan, 2005: Chapter 10; for an evolutionary account of speech and language, see Locke and Bogin, 2006). Language presupposes the capability to reverse imitation, which implies the capacity to reconstruct the intentions of others and to use utterances to express similar intentions of one’s own (Arbib, 2007).
Thus, the ‘theory of mind’ is not simply a genetically endowed capacity of humans, but is essentially dependent on the formation of ‘dialogic cognitive representations’. Different levels of complexity of this ToM emerge through linguistic development of the child. The ToM clearly has a neurophysiological foundation in brain architecture, both in terms of macrostructures and in terms of basic neuronal units, such as the so-called ‘mirror neurons’ (e.g. Firth and Firth, 2003; Gazzola et al., 2006). That is, ontogenesis in a setting of continuous social exchange activates the development of hard-wired neuronal structures which are somehow related to genetic programming.

To be precise, the specific role of language in relation to other cognitive processes is under dispute in the discourse that I have barely sketched in the previous paragraph. However, this partly depends on where the different researchers actually draw the line between language and culture as the more general symbolic system, and, of course, language and thought. This is not the place to delve into the intricacies of these issues. Following Searle (2006), I would say that one has to neatly distinguish between language and prelinguistic cognition, which already involves many functions that are also critical for language, but which are not constitutive as a distinctive feature of language, such as essential aspects of intentionality, i.e. beliefs, representations of the external world etc. Yet, these functions are also relevant for the Edelman mechanism, i.e. founding neurophysiological ‘equilibria’ in communication between brains.

Ross (2007b) presents an approach to language which is congenial to our problem, in particular, as we shall see in the next section, with reference to the treatment of identity in economics. This argument continues with an earlier treatment, where Ross (2005: 351ff.) proposes to conceive of economic agents as individuals on which the ongoing concern of economic and social interactions imposes some kinds of disciplines that ultimately lead to the emergence of behavioral patterns that can be condensed into the stylized facts theorized in economic models. Ross (2005: 285ff.) introduces a critical role for language, building on the neurophilosophical approach heralded by Dennett, in which the unity of the individual results as a foundational problem, given the fluid, even chaotic nature of the brain. For Ross, then, individual selves are “narrated systems of behavioral dispositions that extend across nontrivial numbers of schematic boundaries (i.e. that imply networks of expectations in multiple types of situations)”.

Ross (2007b) follows those positions in the literature which assign language a pivotal role in externalist accounts of human cognition. Language has evolved as a device for decoupled representations of the world, and as a system of cues in which adaptively relevant information has been stored and can be utilized in a community of users of a language. Decoupling is the main precondition for the human capability to represent counterfactuals, and hence the unique human capability to lie. Once this capability had emerged, a cognitive arms race started which rapidly increased the complexity of social interaction among humans (a special version of the Red Queen effect, see Robson, 2005). That is, language emerged both as a problem and as a solution: Decoupling by language triggers an explosion of complexity, and at the same time linguistic cues obtain the crucial role in solving problems of complexity. As Searle (2006) has it (compare Searle, 1995, and with reference to economics Searle, 2005), this solution capacity of language emerges from the deontic powers activated by language. That is, language involves commitments of agents, which stabilize mutual expectations.
This viewpoint is tantamount to an externalist version of ontological naturalism with reference to human beings, with a special focus on social interaction. Cognitive externalism in general refers to the human capability to store and activate adaptively relevant information in the environment through the construction of artifacts (Sterelny, 2004). However, this might just be regarded as a special case of the general evolutionary phenomenon of the co-evolution between the genetic information and the environment (e.g. Odlin-Smee, 1988). As Ross (2007b) argues, the specialty of the human case rests on the role of language as an externalized carrier of information which is both decoupled from the genetic information and the natural environment as given in the immediate situation of action. One crucial consequence of this is that the representation of others in strategic interactions obtains a central role in providing the conditions for success in coordination. For this, two functions of language are essential. One is that language operates as a system of contingent meanings which mutually support and constrain each other in making sense of events and observations, such that agents are able to recognize situations of interaction. Second, based on this function, language supports the emergence of stable patterns through time, in particular by imposing constraints on the intertemporal consistency of narratives. In other words, the deontic powers of language emerge from the conditions of proper functioning, because otherwise language would just result into ‘babbling’, i.e. cheap talk. Mere babbling would not be evolutionary stable, because it is a waste of organismic energy, attention and time.

Now, Ross argues that agent identity emerges as a result of linguistically mediated coordination among agents. That is, the agent does not simply appear ‘as such’ in social interaction, but as a construction through narratives. This implies an externalist approach to agent identity. This is a crucial insight for the naturalistic approach, because it immediately makes clear why a naturalistic theory of the individual cannot simply equate the agent with the brain or the body, in general. As far as social interaction is concerned, the agent is an emergent property of the systems level. This also means, following the notion of supervenience, that there is no necessary and direct connection between certain linguistic states and neurophysiological states. As we shall see later in some more detail, language operates as a constraint on these states, but not as a direct causal determinant of single states. That is, same semantic notions might correlate with different neurophysiological states of different brains. In this sense, language becomes an ontologically autonomous fact (more specifically, an ‘observer-dependent fact’ in Searle’s 1995 parlance).

Thus, we can safely say that the very notion of the ‘individual’ is inextricably related to cognitive collaboration mediated via signals and, on later stages, via language. This is a specific form of the original Edelman hypothesis. The implications for NEBE follow on the spot: NEBE has to be supplemented by a naturalistic theory of language in order to be able to formulate a theory of individual identity. It is important to demonstrate that this argument has a close parallel in the economics discourse about identity, which would finally resolve the Gul and Pesendorfer issue.
4.剂型身份在经济学中

John Davis (2003) has shown that the problem of agent identity can be reduced to two essential criteria: Re-identification and individuation. Individuation means that any notion of identity should allow for a unique and unequivocal separation of the agent from other agents or, generally speaking, entities. Re-identification means that the same notion should give standards for recognizing the sameness of agents through time. Clearly, these two aspects of identity are of central importance for economic theory and human life in general. For example, imagine somebody who would in fact claim to consist of different persons inside her chest, so that there might be shifting responsibilities for action, and no assignment of responsibility to the single individual agent, or imagine that somebody would claim to be different persons through time, so that earlier commitments would be totally irrelevant for later action. The two criteria correspond to what Ross has fixed as the necessary conditions for successful social interaction emerging in human evolution. Interestingly, my examples already reveal a close relation between identity and language, as the phenomenon of identity appears to be one of representing one’s self to others, and, in a reflexive relation, also to oneself. Once language enters the picture, however, a new problem emerges, namely that there can be fake identities, precisely because representations and reality become decoupled. This is the foundation of the unique human capability to lie.

Normally, economics takes identity for granted. Plainly speaking, an economic notion of identity does not exist, but is an implicit condition in the standard approach to rationality, insofar as stable preferences are assumed, supported by the presumption, presumably, that the individual has full information about her preferences. This assumption also underlies more complex theories such as Gary Becker’s (1996) approach, in which ideas are included such as the derived preferences for inputs that are needed to produce the final consumption items or the dependence of preferences on stocks of human and social capital. These conceptual supplements serve to explain observed changes in preferences while maintaining the notion of a stable identity of the individual.

The most advanced economic theory of identity, as far as the mainstream approach is concerned, seems to be the Akerlof and Kranton (2000; 2005) framework, in which identity is just an additional determinant of individual utility. This concept of identity, however, already moves far beyond the simple notion of a stability of the preference function across time, because there is an explicit reference to complex social determinants of group ascriptions and social norms governing those ascriptions. As a result, individual identity is mainly understood as social identity, and hence manifests a manifold of externalities between individual actions. However, there is no explanation whatsoever how identity emerges from social interaction. Thus, simply treating identity as an object of a standard utility function raises the specter of a circular argument, because the perception of utility depends on preferences, and at the same time preferences are constitutive for individual identity. In his analysis of the Akerlof and Kranton approach, Davis (2006) argues that it remains incomplete as far as personal identity is concerned. That means, the individual appears as an amalgam of different social identities, reflecting the manifold of group ascriptions (e.g. being a husband, a worker, a soccer fan etc.), which generate utility, but there is still no account of the unity of the individual that stays behind the utility function that integrates those different social identities. Therefore, Davis proposes to expand the Akerlof and Kranton utility function into an explicit function of personal
identity. This function is interpreted in a similar fashion as Becker’s functions, namely as a production function, i.e. the individual actually employs a set of social identities to generate a certain state that confirms a separate and stable personal identity. Thus, the social identities are reflected upon. I would add the crucial point that this is the very place where language enters the scene.

Indeed, Davis does not claim that this is a complete account of personal identity. In particular, he rejects the notion that personal identity emerges out of a rational optimization, which, after all, would only reproduce the same problems as with the standard approach on a higher level of aggregation and abstraction. In his own independent approach to identity, Davis (2003) shows that the concept of identity has to be based on a notion of collective intentionality with reflexivity. In a nutshell, this means that identity is always based on a derivation of the criteria for identity from a history of interactions between the individual and a social group, and at the same time human individuals have the unique capacity to take a partial distance from this history by means of reflecting upon their relation to the group. This results in a notion of contingent, socially embedded individual autonomy. A simple linguistic expression of this fact is the pivotal role of the ‘we’ in human action (Tuomela, 1995). Therefore, it seems to me that Davis theory ultimately also relies on a foundational role of language. This refers to two fundamental processes in the formation of identity. One is the process of social categorization, which has to rely on a system of semantic markers which guide perceptions and assignments of group characteristics as related to individual characteristics. The other is the very act of reflection, which turns individual states into objects, in the sense of reification through linguistic means. In this sense, social identity emerges as a surface phenomenon of the more fundamental process of representing one’s self, which necessarily has to rely on linguistically mediated classifications.

This extension of the Davis argument is further supported if we realize that deontology builds the conceptual bridge between his notion of identity and Searle’s theory of language (in particular, Searle 2006). Davis (2003: 167ff.) establishes a direct connection between identity and social deontology, i.e. relates identity to normative issues. Practically speaking, this means two things. One is that identity also imposes obligations (which is the foundation of what Ross means when he talks about the mutual stabilization of expectations), the other is that collective intentionality is by no means neutral in power terms (Tuomela 1995 includes almost dictatorially imposed ‘we’ notions in his conception, for example), which means that identities may be imposed or even coercive. This immediately raises ethical and normative concerns. If we relate this with Searle’s view of language, this conception can be grounded in more foundational categories of language. As Searle has the formula, only language allows to make statements of the kind “X counts as Y in C”, which also applies for social identity, with X as the individual, Y as the social role, and C as the pertinent context. This is the foundation of the deontic power of identity.

This interpretation would result into a neat convergence between the economic and the NEBE treatment of the problem of agent identity. Accordingly, the Davis approach also emerges as an externalist theory of identity (Davis, 2003: 169f.). From this follows, that a possible integration between the two does not imply a reductionist approach to identity in the sense that the Davis approach would be ‘naturalized’ as a theory about brain or body states. Precisely because the NEBE approach ultimately results into an externalist approach, language can
serve as a methodological bridge between superficially unrelated approaches. To clarify this point further, we need to elaborate on the naturalistic conception of language.

5. The naturalistic approach to language

The argument that I presented so far suggests a simple solution to the Gul and Pesendorfer problem of NEBE as related to economics, especially with regard to so-called anomalies: They might simply reflect the fact that human individuals simultaneously interact in different social spheres with overlapping domains and a domain-specific logic. Thus, in specific situations of interaction defined by experimental economics, domain-specific behavior might be activated, which does not fully correspond to the economic systems logic, such as fairness notions. As a result, neuroeconomic research can be integrated with standard economics if it is complemented by a theory of social learning (Cohen, 2005). That means individuals might learn to behave like economic agents, depending on the institutionalized setting of their interactions (for an early interpretation in this vein, see Frey and Eichenberger, 1989). Indeed, economists recently have turned to the idea that consumer rationality might require public action in terms of educational initiatives or institutionalized constraints on “irrationality” (McFadden, 2006). In Searle’s conception of language, that would be tantamount as to state domain-specific deontologies. That is, something essential is missing between the NEBE approach and observed human behavior, which is the fact that human behavior depends on deontologies which are constitutive for agent identity, and which are inextricably involved with human language.

In my argument developed so far, this would mean that economics is just about a specific subset of human language, i.e. the language of economic interaction as opposed to, say, the languages of love and war. Gul and Pesendorfer argue that the empirical fact of the frame dependence of actions might be accommodated in the economic approach by treating frames as constraints, however, this still leaves open the questions how frames actually emerge and assume causal power as constraints, after all. In fact, this causal power is deontic power. Thus, I think that the question of language is foundational for solutions to all these different problems.

NEBE could be possibly expanded to include language as an analytical category. In a sense, this is a straightforward problem: How can brains cross the gulf that separates them from other brains? How can we imagine that particular linguistic symbols impact on the brain? Well, in a paper on economic methodology it would seem to be an outright case of intellectual hubris to propose a solution to complicated issues such as mental causation (see Robb and Heil, 2005), so again, I confine myself on an even narrower argument, that is, I present one possible solution that has been developed by Aunger (2002) in his theory of memes.

To make the relevance of the problem for economics clear, it is important to note that language is so far a category only invoked in the context of hermeneutical approaches and a number of heterodox theories on the social conditioning of individuals. Closer to the mainstream, language is rarely treated analytically, and if so, mostly in the context of signaling. As in the social sciences in general, language appears to be a category which almost automatically leads towards ideas of postmodern creativity and even arbitrariness of meanings, which
coalesce into interpretive frames that ultimately determine individual actions. This also holds true for economics as an epistemic activity (McCloskey, 1994).

There is an entirely different approach to language which is based on the naturalistic view of mind, understood ontologically, that is, along the lines of psychoneural monism. This view has recently organized itself in the perspective of teleosemantics. Teleosemantics proposes a naturalistic approach to meaning in reducing meaning to function (for surveys, see Neander, 2004; Macdonald and Papineau, 2006). This works via the naturalistic reduction of the category which is fundamental to meaning, i.e. the notion of mental content. It can best be understood when adopting a neat differentiation between meaning and information, which has been elaborated in much detail by Dretske (1981).

Dretske has shown that the transfer of information is essentially different from the transfer of meaning, because information is extracted from a message independent from the meaning of the message that is intended by the sender. Information is useful for the receiver if it is supportive of its systems processes (cf. Millikan, 1989). One way to conceptualize this usefulness is to explain the emergence of information by natural selection. This requires that sender and receiver are embedded into a coevolutionary process. That means, on the one hand the information that is sent by the sender is useful to the receiver, and at the same time the resulting actions by the receiver need to somehow support the proper systemic functioning of the sender, including the reinforcement of the capacity of the sender to send the signals that carry the information which is useful to the receiver. This approach fits well into evolutionary game-theoretic approaches to the emergence of meaning which followed up to Lewis’ analysis of signaling systems (Skyrms, 1996: 80ff.; 2004: 45ff.). The difference is mainly terminological, but crucial: The game-theoretic approach confuses the terms of meaning and function, because what actually emerges is a coordinating device, which is independent from any ‘intention’ in the sense of a correlated mental content beyond the mere disposition to send the signal.

One way to further conceptualize this connection is Aunger’s theory of the meme. The concept of the meme has been sometimes favorably received in economics (e.g. Binmore, 1994: 20, 66) as it is one way to naturalize the game-theoretic notions of common knowledge and strategy. Though being a highly controversial topic (see e.g. the different contributions in Aunger 2000), it is seen as a central term in a naturalist theory of mind by influential authors such as Dennett (1995). Originally, the meme was conceived by Dawkins (1989) as a kind of new replicator aside of the gene, thus reducing the mind to a sort of interface between gene and meme evolution. In our context, this broader setting is not directly relevant, as we can limit ourselves to the question how we can define language as a bridging device between brains in a naturalistic way. That is, for the moment we can set aside the complex issues involved in the Darwinian treatment of memes (for example, whether memes are a new kind of replicator beyond genes and so forth). For this it is sufficient to subsume that what we normally understand as ‘mental content’ is supervening on recurrent structures of neuronal activity, an idea which is more fundamental than the specific evolutionary theory of memes, and which is the established view of modern brain science (Calvin, 1996; Edelman, 2006).

Against this background, a ‘meme’ is what Aunger (2002: 197) specifies as ‘neuromeme’, i.e. “A configuration in one node of a neuronal network that is able to induce the replication of its
state in other modes”. To be precise, that means that memes only encompass a part of brain activity. Their functioning can be briefly summarized in the following few statements:

- Firstly, memes are physical entities in the sense that they are neuronal structures, and in the sense that any transfer between brains must be based on a causal mechanism described in physical terms. A meme is not an idea, as it is often portrayed in the literature, such as a tune, a design shape, or a political value.

- Secondly, memes carry information in the sense of transferring structural constraints on other processes causally related with them (Aunger 2002: 148ff.).

- Third, similar memes that are related via a replication process follow the ‘same influence rule’ i.e. they exert the same influence on the surrounding system, if the context is similar.

Following this definition, the concept of a meme exactly fits into the teleosemantic approach because it makes no sense to assign a meaning to a meme (Aunger 2002: 221ff.). A meme is exclusively defined via the physical stability and similarity of its causal effects in similar contexts that means its function in a given system. Thus, the causal processes that reproduce memes across different brains are also independent from the category of meaning. Aunger (2002: 240ff.) therefore argues that signals are ‘instigators’ of meme replication. This role is embedded into an evolutionary process of signal dissemination, i.e. the perspective of standard communication theory is somewhat misleading that concentrates on dyads of senders and receivers (Aunger 2002: 262ff.). Instead, the functioning of signals emerges out of chains of communication events that are related to groups of senders and receivers. These groups are, first of all, defined through a common phylogenetic heritage that provides the convergence points for meme replication. At the same time, however, this does not mean that meme replication just follows gene replication, in the sense of genetic reductionism. In contrast, we have a coevolution of genetically determined biological features and memetic functionings, corresponding to the current understanding of coevolution of human biology and culture. Memetic reproduction, in turn, is connected with, but also independent from the reproduction of meanings on the level of signals (which is misunderstood in the common criticism of the meme concept in coevolutionary theories, which equate memes with meaningful units, see e.g. Jablonka and Lamb, 2005: 206ff.; Richerson and Boyd, 2005: 80ff.). This is precisely the teleosemantic notion of the distinction between meaning and information, with the latter being related to biological functionings.

Thus, for a proper understanding of brain interaction it is crucial to conceive of both memes and signals as population phenomena, yet different ones (this makes an essential difference to conventional memetics, as in Blackmore, 2000). There is no direct bijective physical relation between a signal and a meme whatsoever, in this sense, the sign is arbitrary, as it is fundamental for language. Thus, the causal link between signals and neuronal states can only emerge via the mutual stabilization and the constraints that emerge from the simultaneous operation of a larger number of signals and their memetic counterparts. This offers a solution to the problem that in a highly fluid system of neuronal brain action, fix points such as the economist’s ‘preferences’ and ‘constraints’ may just be submerged in a hotpot of randomly firing neurons (Park and Zak, 2007: 51). A meme is a stable subset of neuronal structures, that
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is connected with external communication in the sense of Edelman, and which works as an emergent order parameter. This picture neatly fits to the recent turn in cognitive science, programmatically announced by Fauconnier and Turner (2002), which eschews the standard AI separation between syntax and semantics, and which treats concepts as fuzzy categories which are built via metaphorical transfers of meanings across domains. This implies that a signal can change its function via the evocation of contexts and frames, thus becoming recurrently related with newly emerging neuronal structures. Thus, the Aunger approach gives a clear account of both the necessary correspondence between signals and physical phenomena in the brain, and the arbitrariness of this relation, which implies that there is no unequivocal reduction of signs to neuromemes. This is precisely the necessary condition for language operating as an external complement to brain action.

Putting all this back into the context of NEBE, there is a direct connection with the widespread acceptance of the view that human decision making is an integrated whole of two different systems, i.e. a cognitive one and an affective one, which in turn manifests controlled and automatic processes (Kahnemann, 2003; Camerer et al., 2005). What is conventionally treated as ‘rational decision making’ is just a subset of controlled cognitive processes, which is the tip of the iceberg of a massively parallel system of neuronal dynamics. From the metemic perspective, ‘rational decision making’ is a mere construct that emerges from a population level signaling system, and thus cannot be assigned any separate existence at all. The aspectual splitting of decision making into the systems is misleading, because it downplays the fundamental role of what is subsumed under the ‘affective system’. Remembering the evolutionary psychology point of view in this context, ‘emotions’ appear to be the basic coordinating mechanisms in the brain that orchestrate the more fragmented neuronal input-output loops. ‘Emotions’ can be viewed as subsystems of brain action that are steered by memes in Aunger’s sense, i.e. neuronal structures that spread across the brain via replication, and which are instigated across brains by signals.

Language, thus, emerges as a set of constraints on an otherwise chaotic flow of neurophysiologic events in the brain. Millikan (2005: 166ff.) speaks of “pushmeppullyu” representations as a root function also of language, a position which seems to be confirmed by Searle’s viewpoint that the declarative function of language is one of the essential differences between human linguistic capacities and pre-human modes of representation. A pushmeppullyu-representation merges variations in the environment with variations in behavior, thus establishing the functional prerequisites for a proper working of intentions. Behavior, in turn, is coordinated among individuals via signals. That means, for example, a pushmeppullyu representation at the same time involves a proposition that there is food and the related move towards the food, which can also be observed by other individuals, leading towards coordinated action. On the level of language, and in the parlance of speech act theory, this is a performative in the sense that the information about the environment and the performance of an action are one unit. Now, the essential difference between pre-human pushmeppullyu-representations and human language is that human language allows declaring something to be real which is not yet an external given, that is, it is ontologically creative. If I say “I go out to buy some food” this states an intention and declares the action which is simultaneously taken. If I say for the first time “I am your friend” I change the reality of the social relation between two people in a substantial way. There are obvious and hidden instances of this ontologically creative role of language. For example, most human institutions are created by linguistically me-
diated declarations, such as “this is a legal tender”. Even if we were only to focus on these obvious cases, we would already realize that this is pervasive in human life, and, as Searle (1995) has it, constitutive for human society. But the hidden instances add to these phenomena, such as when I enter the kitchen and state “I feel hungry”. This means a lot of things, depending on context, and many are declarative, such as “I will approach the fridge to fetch some food”, or, “you have no right to prevent me from approaching the fridge” and so on.

Against this background, we can see how language emerges as an essential determinant of stabilizing the fluidity of brain action. Language hooks up brain action with contingent, yet deontological structures of reality that emerge from social interaction. These deontologies make up the identity of human biological agents, such that the agent becomes a phenomenon that can only be properly understood in externalist terms.

There is a game-theoretic argument presented by Ross (2005: 291ff.) that makes this point in a technical terminology which is more familiar to the economist. Picking up the thread of a naturalistic theory of strategic interaction that has been laid by Binmore (1994), we can distinguish between two levels of games, one, G”, encompassing the biological aspect of interaction, and the other, G, the specific strategic context of actual interactions among individuals. The latter is normally analyzed in game theory. Biological reductionism would claim that the results of this game are ultimately determined by natural selection, as in sociobiology. This is the level of ‘functionings’ that involves memetic structures, in the sense that biological games result in locking up functionings between physically separate organisms, such as signaling between prey and predator. Ross argues that this picture leaves another level out of sight which stand in between these two, and which only is possible once language is there, I would add. This is a series of recurrent and interrelated games G’ in which the agents mutually coordinate their selves. That is, the results of the games of type G will depend crucially on the results of the games G’ in which it is determined which identity the players in G games will assume. This argument is closely related to the analysis of Skyrms (2004) which shows how signaling makes pre-coordination in games G possible by sorting populations of players into subsets of a similar kind, hence similar identity, thus changing the games G into games with correlated equilibriums. Interestingly, Skyrms also argues that after the emergence of equilibrating behavior, the signals that actually supported its emergence lose any informational content, so that the observer ex post would indeed believe that identity does not matter in the actual strategic situation.

Evidently, we can say that these games G’ represent the level of language, with the signals enabling the agents to pre-coordinate their actions. The naturalistic account of language relates these games to the more fundamental ‘game of life’ G”. This link can be envisaged according to Aunger’s conception of memes, which completes the naturalistic turn in economics. Thus, the emergent view is not that of a simple reduction, but the more sophisticated one of supervenience. This implies that a naturalist approach is able to integrate specific methodologies for the different levels of games, such that a naturalistic approach, for example, allows assigning a separate ontological status to consciousness and related phenomena (Searle, 2004). Language analysis still requires specific hermeneutic techniques to unravel the meanings of signs, even if those are ultimately related to more fundamental biological functions. Holding function and meaning constant, standard concepts of economics remain powerful to analyze specific situations of social interaction, including their systemic effects.
To summarize, the teleosemantic and memetic view on social interaction understands recurrent patterns of behavioral coordination among individuals as emergent phenomena of the synchronization and coordination of functionings by means of stable neuronal structures, whose reproduction is mediated via language or, more general, signal processing between individuals. The resulting fixation of structures in the human brain converges to what the agents themselves perceive as the identity of individuals. Perhaps an example is useful to make this approach clear. I choose money, the archetypical institutional feature of modern economic systems.

6. A naturalistic account of money

All experimental tests of neuroeconomics presume that certain signals are interpreted in the same way by the test persons. From the perspective developed so far, this is an unwarranted assumption because signals which may carry a stable meaning from the viewpoint of the experimenter may activate different memes on part of the test persons, which seem to be directly observable from the fact that culturally distinct groups show a significantly different performance in games as simple and as clearly structured as ultimatum games (Henrich, 2000; Bowles, 2004: 114ff.). The common explanation so far offered by economists neatly fits into the ‘emotions in command’ picture, because normally fairness norms are invoked which are seen as ultimately based in certain emotional responses that put rational calculus out of action.

How can we know that a certain signal may be linked with specific memes? An interesting case in point is the neuroeconomic result that money seems to be a direct reinforcer, i.e. may carry independent utility in the economist’s sense, which would result into a direct contradiction with established notions of economics (Camerer et al., 2005: 35ff.). This is a foundational issue, because money is the central medium for social coordination in the economic system, which is also clearly language-based (in the sense of Searle’s 1995; 2005 approach to institutions). Money is created by declaration. So it is an ideal testing ground for a naturalist theory of interaction.

Is money a meme, or, more exactly, a meme instigator? I think, yes. There is one important aspect of the cultural history of money that is not treated in economic theories about the emergence of money, that is, firstly, money is a signal, and secondly, money seems to be correlated with different emotional loadings through the course of economic and cultural history. To summarize a complex story, as has been demonstrated by Hutter (1994), the historical emergence of money in the Eastern Mediterranean came hand in hand with a semantic oscillation between ‘metal sign’ and ‘signed metal’ especially at the boundaries between different social and political systems. Early coins were just pieces of metal that bore punchmarks resulting from physical testing of the quality. These marks could serve to recognize the origin, so that a semantic ambiguity emerged. This turned the pieces into a medium of exchange in original trading communities, and their use could spread in the moment when the pieces were deliberately coined, i.e. additionally stamped with images of sacred animals, which allowed recognition beyond community borders. From that time onwards, the early history of money was inextricably linked with the merger of the value carrying functions of money and the imbedded authority of the political powers which later even defined and exploited the right to issue money. Finally, and most interestingly in our context, the transition to modern money in the
context of emerging large-scale market systems goes hand in hand with an historical stage of the demonization of money. It is this stage by which money qualifies as a meme, in the sense of particular monies in particular societies that operate as a sign that instigates particular neuronal responses. Money appeared to be related to specific emotional complexes, related to the broader semantic field of the cardinal sins. This is the major reason why the transition to capitalism was most easily achieved in societies with a specific religious setting, because the emotional coding of money was different. In Europe the accumulation of money obtained the role of an indicator of religious rightness in Calvinist settings, whereas in Catholic Spain the demonization of money prevailed for a longer time. Interestingly, this demonization of money was also observed in China during the Song dynasty, replicating the European views that the diffusion of money signified the transition from the moral economy to a new way of life, full of uncertainties and new dependencies from anonymous powers.

Thus, the emerging role of money as a crucial device of economic coordination was directly related to its functioning as a signal in relation to emotional frames. Modern markets normally put money into a seemingly neutral framework, which is, in fact, only one aspect in particular frames of action. As has been elucidated in Lea’s and Webley’s (2005) survey of the pertinent literature on money in contemporary social systems, money cannot be fully interpreted as a ‘tool’ but seems to come close to a ‘drug’ in the biosocial sense. More exactly, they identify money as a perceptual drug, i.e. a perceptual stimulus that elicits some positive organismic responses without actually producing the ultimate benefits, comparable to other runaway signaling systems in nature. For example, gaming can work as a drug; insofar it activates human motivators such as curiosity, without the action directly contributing to fitness. A drug parasites on other motivational systems, which is a clear sign of meme activity, i.e. a meme hijacking a genetically preformed organismic mechanism. As money can be shown to be a direct motivator in stimulating parts of the brain that are related with immediate rewards, this seems to be the main reason why money plays a very special and central role in many human societies. Lea and Webley propose that money especially piggybacks on an essentially human instinct, the instinct to trade. This is also the basis for the merging of the tool and drug aspect in existing uses of money.

As has been argued by Ofek (2001), trade and social exchange in general are constitutive traits of the human species and presumably developed out of the specific setting of utilizing so-called ‘contrived commodities’ collectively. This refers to the collective consumption of large game, or the sharing of fire, which have the common property of being excludable, but at the same time being non-rivalrous (large game could not be stored at those times, so additional consumers did not reduce the consumption of the successful hunter). That means, trading goes back on reciprocal altruism, which emerged out of a system of ongoing exchange with possible punishments. This seems to be one possible adaptationist explanation for the fact that the cognitive system of humans is not guided by a general purpose rationality even in the case of exchange relations, but by special decision modules that focus on the detection of cheating and the maintenance and control of implicit social contracts (Cosmides and Tooby, 2005). These can be shown to match activation patterns in the brain that correspond to the ‘theory of mind’ pattern (Ermer et al., 2006).

Considering these phylogenetic and neuropsychological aspects of the use of money can explain why simple games such as the ultimatum game elicit different responses in different
societies. If the use of money has complex emotional underpinnings, it is no wonder that simple games involving the sharing of money do not only activate ‘rational’ calculations, but mainly emotional reactions, which in the viewpoint of the observer coalesce into fairness notions and related interpretations (Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000). Money is especially related to emotional complexes that enable humans to engage in social exchange, and in that context, to build and use trust. In fact, in the original situation described by Ofek, trust into delayed reciprocity plays a critical role in the emergence of trading behavior, thus a primordial form of credit. In that context, it seems remarkable that trust has remained a category in economic behavior which up to now defies purely rationalist reconstructions (Nooteboom, 2002). Hollis (1998) has demonstrated that trust can only be understood as a category related to forms of collective intentionality in groups (‘teams’). These arguments close the circle with our general considerations about the foundation of human behavior in social interaction.

Thus, the naturalist interpretation of one of the central coordinating devices in economics, money, seems feasible. Money would be seen as a signal that instigates underlying memetic structures in the human brain, which can be empirically identified by now standard NEBE methods. This implies that the standard account of money in economic theory is partly wrong, as it provides a wrong picture of the functioning of money. This has far-reaching implications also for the systemic analysis in economics, such as, for example, the role that money plays in coordinating the labor market and the employment relation: For example, in Akerlof’s (1982; 2007) theory of the employment relation as ‘gift exchange’ the pecuniary dimension of the employer-employee relation is by no means perceived as a mere instrumental relation, even though the ultimate result of the interaction may also be to improve worker performance. The money exchange is governed by normative concerns, which substantially contributes to the formation of trust among the two sides.

To close the circle of my argument, money is finally an important ingredient of defining the identity of agents. An intriguing observation both in psychology and sociology as well as in everyday life is that money directly affects the way how identities of agents are mutually perceived. The reason is that once an interaction is defined as based on pecuniary terms, a fundamental shift of frames takes place. This is a shift from intrinsic to extrinsic motivation, in most general terms (Frey, 2002). There are many examples of this, beginning with the Titmuss paradox that blood donations are reduced once people are paid for it, the fact that if parents are fined for coming late to pick up their kids at the kindergarten, the number of latecomers actually increases, or the fact that in selling sex, prostitutes are able to be emotionally detached precisely because money stands in between the relation with the patrons. This list of examples can be easily expanded. In all these cases, identity issues are involved. The prostitute is not a lover because she is paid for the service. The parent becomes a customer buying the right to be late, because he pays. The donor becomes a seller, with the effect of activating a reservation price. In all these cases, there is a direct causal connection between emotional patterns, pairings of frames and agent identities, and the use of money.

Thus, a naturalistic account of the role of money in the economy seems feasible, which would bridge the two essentials functionings related to its use, namely one to be a linguistic sign with deontic powers, and the other to be causally correlated with a memetic structure that can be observed via standard NEBE procedures. Finally, this is important for a reassessment of the Gul and Pesendorfer argument. This argument relates the notion of a rational economic
agent to a particular notion of the systemic functioning of the economy, thus developing an externalist account of rationality in economics. As a consequence, the way how we perceive the system becomes a central issue. The example of money shows that an externalist approach to NEBE would entail another view also of the systems functioning, which feeds back on the notion of the agent. We have now a direct correspondence between an externalist standard economics approach and an externalist NEBE approach which builds on a naturalistic conception of language. This has immediate implications also for economic modeling on the systemic level, even macroeconomics (compare Akerlof, 2007).

7. Outlook: Towards a unified naturalistic paradigm of economics

I have tried to show that NEBE remains incomplete if it is based on experimental approaches to isolated individuals, as it is practically done in the context of brain imaging techniques. This is because it is impossible to define an individual identity only by taking neuronal processes of the isolated brain into consideration. Thus, neuroeconomics needs to be enriched by a theory of communication between brains, as it had been proposed originally by Edelman. This is possible in the context of a teleosemantic approach to meaning, which could be synthesized with Aunger’s theory of memes. The result is an externalist approach to NEBE, whereas the standard approach is uncritically internalist, i.e. just takes the boundaries of the body and brain as being the boundaries of what has to be conceived theoretically as an agent.

Interestingly, this approach fits into a strand of economic research which is so far isolated from neuroeconomics. This is the reinstatement of the category of culture in economics, following as diverse contributions such as Greif’s (1994), North’s (2005), Aoki’s (2001) or Bowle’s (2004). What they all have in common is that all economic action is based on a reduction of behavioral possibilities by certain mental models which determine the interpretation of the actual situation. These models are seen to be shared within communities of agents. What is missing here is that culture is founded in language, at least in my view. The medium of coordinating mental models is language. Switching from culture to language implies that an incredibly rich and well developed theoretical tool case can be introduced into economics, namely the philosophy of language and general linguistics. Indeed, so far the uses of culture in economics suffer from a lack of conceptual detail and analytical clarity.

The naturalistic theory of language is not reductionist in the narrow sense, but assumes that language supervenes on brain mechanisms. This allows for developing an externalist theory of identity, and hence, the economic agent. The main flaw of NEBE is to take the correspondence between the agent and the individual as defined by the boundaries of the body just for granted. This is the position of methodological individualism, as it is normally stated. To be precise, externalism does not preclude methodological individualism, but it entails the rejection of the uncritical equation between body and agent. Following externalist approaches in biology (Sterelny 2004) we can talk of an ‘extended agent’ which is still different from super- and subindividual levels of the economic system.

Finally, externalist approach to the individual opens new vistas on the position of economics in the sciences, in particular between the Naturwissenschaften and the Geisteswissenschaften (sciences and the humanities). The analysis of language is mostly assigned to the latter. A
naturalistic approach to language seems to trigger a shift to the sciences. However, supervenience does not imply that a full scale reduction of language on the neurosciences would be feasible. Whether people perceive money as a device for organizing economic transactions efficiently or as a demonic thing that lures them into sinful activities, might be described by means of neurosciences. But one cannot explain why this is the case. This depends on the analysis of worldviews and values, their change through history, and their complex interrelations. The case for interpretive social science remains strong, precisely because the naturalistic approach to language shows how meanings assume causal powers. Thus, it seems to me that naturalism can work both as a unifying paradigm of economics and as a framework for the consilience of the different human sciences.
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